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Code Division Multiplexing applied to FBG Sensing
Networks: FBG Sensors Designed as Discrete
Prolate Spheroidal Sequences (DPSS-FBG Sensors)
Andrés Triana, Daniel Pastor,Member, IEEE, and Margarita Varón,Member, IEEE
Abstract—We propose and demonstrate a sensing system with
fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors designed as Discrete Prolate
Spheroidal Sequences (DPSS). In this way, we can encode
all of the sensing devices in the network making sure that
each sensor is completely distinguishable from each other ev n
under overlapping conditions. Since these devices are complex
structures involving unique magnitude and phase response,the
demodulation method should be able to recover the associated
magnitude and phase response in order to identify each device
in the sensing network. To do so, we use a Single Side Band
(SSB) modulated optical source sweeping over the operational
wavelength range of the sensors, the reflected signal from the
sensors is sent to a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) in which
it is obtained the magnitude and phase ratio of the network in
the microwave domain. Experimental demonstration has been
carried out including the manufacturing of DPSS structures.
Feasibility of the interrogation technique for devices involving
magnitude and phase distinction has been validated, not only
to identify encoded sensors in a measurement network but also
to allow overlapping between them, which allow to increase the
number of sensors allocated in the sensing network.
Index Terms—Optical fiber sensors, Sensor networks, Fiber
Bragg gratings, FBG, Interrogation, Correlation, Overlap proof.
I. INTRODUCTION
OPTICAL fiber sensing technologies have attained greatinterest over the past years, this is due to the inherent
advantages of the optical fiber such as, immunity to elec-
tromagnetic interference, low losses, among others [1], [2].
Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) are a very mature technology
used in optical sensing systems. Often, FBG sensing systems
are interrogated in a simple broadband scheme based in
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), in such systems
the requirement for the sensors to not overlap sets the limit
in the number of sensors that can be deployed in a single
sensing system. Time Domain Multiplexing (TDM) has been
widely used as an alternative to this problem [3] but, in
general, it compromises the acquisition rate of the system
and demands high speed switching circuits, recent approaches
use weak FBGs to achieve large-scale sensing systems. Weak
FBG sensors should be interrogated either with TDM [4] or
frequency shifted interferometry [5] techniques, however, these
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approaches exhibit crosstalk limitations due to the shadowing
effect between near-identical FBGs [6].
Nowadays, tailored FBG sensors can be manufactured in a
routine way. In fact, manufacturing of ‘complex’ devices has
been successfully achieved for example for encryption in
Optical Code Division Multiple Access (OCDMA) communi-
cation systems [7]. In OCDMA, several approaches have been
carried out, see [8], [9], recently, Discrete Prolate Spheroidal
Sequences (DPSS) have been also proposed [10] and exper-
imentally validated [11] showing a high encryption potential
and very suitable features for channeling in WDM systems
due to their fixed optical bandwidth.
The accurate and repeatable manufacturing process of Super-
Structured Fiber Bragg Gratings (SSFBG) suggests the idea of
manufacturing more elaborated structures to act as sensorsin
an optical sensing network, therefore, combining the sensing
properties of standard FBG sensors with the advantages of
encoding in optical systems would definitely be a major
progress leading to enhance the performance of sensing sys-
tems. Note that since such structures will be manufactured as a
compound of individual FBGs, they will preserve the sensing
properties of any standard FBG sensor. Indeed, we have
demonstrated in previous works [12]–[14] that providing the
sensors with a distinctive amplitude shape makes it possible
to achieve orthogonality between them, in such a way that
each sensor in the network can be unequivocally distinguished
even in overlapping scenarios. It is worth noting that other
sensing systems have included CDMA concepts before [15],
nevertheless the encoding of this kind of systems occurs in the
source, not in the shape of the sensors, so they are more likely
to be classified as a variation of a TDM. Also, the problem
of identifying two or more overlapped FBG sensors has been
addressed previously, for instance [16] proposed the use of
bio-inspired software techniques to find each sensor’s central
wavelength in overlapping scenarios, but these techniquesare
non-deterministic and time consuming.
In this paper, we propose the use of code division multiplexing
in order to resolve optical FBG sensors. The main difference
with our previous work relies in the fact that here we use
magnitude and phase patterns to encode the FBG sensors while
in our previous approaches [12]–[14] we were shaping the
sensors only in amplitude. Still, the fundamental idea is toadd
another multiplexing dimension, compatible with traditional
WDM schemes, increasing the number of sensors that can be
deployed in the system. Therefore, Discrete Prolate Spheroidal
Sequences (DPSS) are manufactured as super structured FBGs
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Figure 1. A parallel-schematic sensing setup is implemented to measure the
central wavelength for each one of the DPSS-FBG sensors. A tunable dual-
band sourceEin(ω) is swept over the working spectrum; the reflected signals
Eout(ω) are retrieved at the VNA to determine their frequency respone at
a fixed Ω. Finally, the cross-correlation product (see Inset.) is performed
to obtain the central wavelengthACP of each sensor in the network.
TLS, tunable laser source; SSB, single side band modulation; EOM, electro-
optic modulator; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer; EDFA, erbium-doped fiber
amplifier; DPSS, discrete prolate spheroidal sequence sensor; VNA, Vector
Network Analyzer;H
Sk
(ω), frequency response of each sensor,ACP
Sk
Auto-correlation peak for each sensor.
and used as sensor devices with a very definite (magnitude
and phase) pattern. This fact not only allows the sensors to
be recognizable under overlapping scenarios but also adds
robustness to the sensing system in the sense that the measured
information has a very definite shape regarding interference or
distortion in the spectrum.
The proposed interrogation scheme (Fig. 1), which is demon-
strated in this paper for two sensing devices, makes use of
a tunable laser source Single Side Band (SSB) modulated to
a fixed microwave frequency, sweeping over the operational
wavelength range of the sensors. The reflected signal from the
set of DPSS sensors (which contains both, the carrier and the
side band) beats at the photo detector on the Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA) providing the magnitude and phase ratio of
the sensing elements in the network evaluated at the fixed
modulating microwave signal. When the complete profile of
the sensing network is obtained, a correlation product betwe n
the theoretical and the measured response of the sensors
is performed. From this, the auto-correlation peak (ACP) is
obtained, pointing out the central position for each DPSS
sensor in the network, with the additional advantage that two
or more sensors can be overlapped in the same operational
wavelength range.
Although other systems have employed a dual band in the
past [17], this is the first time, that a dual-band source is
employed in an interrogation system to retrieve the complex
(magnitude and optical phase) wavelength response of sensing
devices. This interrogation method enables the possibility to
identify complex encoded sensors designed with a unique
spectral shape like the DPSS-FBG sensors. Thus, the number
of sensors arranged in a sensing network is increased since the
orthogonality between them permits two or more sensors to
operate in the same spectral region, being their central wave-
lengths completely identifiable from each other. Note that tis
concept of code multiplexing is compatible with WDM and
other multiplexing schemes frequently used in FBG systems.



















Figure 2. Theoretical frequency response of the DPS sequences; real part: blue
(dotted line), imaginary part: red (continuous line), magnitude: black (dashed
line). a): DPS Sequence withk = 10. b): DPS Sequence withk = 15.
described the operation principle of the interrogation system,
first, the DPS sequences are described and their manufacturing
process as SS-FBG devices is detailed. Next, the demodulation
principle is described and some considerations are discussed,
then, the correlation process required to obtain the central
wavelength of each sensor from the total frequency responsef
the system is explained. In section III a experimental proof-of-
the-concept system with two DPSS-FBG sensors is validated,
obtaining complete identification of the central wavelength for
each sensor in the network even when the sensors are over-
lapping. Finally, Some conclusions are drawn in section IV.
II. PRINCIPLE
The schematic of the proposed interrogation system is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The main idea behind the dual-band tunable
source in the interrogation system is to identify elaborated
sensor structures in a network by comparing the magnitude an
phase pattern reflected by each sensor in the system. A very
good candidate for these elaborated structures are the discrete
prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS), explained below.
A. DPSS structures and manufacturing of DPSS-FBG sensors
As mentioned before, the DPS sequences may be seen as a
set of optical devices, which have two interesting properties for
optical communication systems: they are mutually orthogonal
regardless of the sequence order and, they are frequency
band limited to a delimited range of frequencies; given this
‘orthogonal-delimited in spectrum’ nature, it is possible to
think about DPSS-shaped FBG sensors that can be constrained
into a fixed spectrum range, more importantly: whose central
wavelength can be identified under overlapping conditions.
To compute a set ofN DPSS codes, the eigen-vectors of a
symmetric tridiagonal matrixT (N,W ) must be found [18].
After defining N , the number of orthogonal codes andW ,
the discrete frequency covering range. The entries of the
tridiagonal matrix are given by (1).
For our experimental validation we have selectedN = 128
and W = 0.5. Which means that we have128 orthogonal
codes of128 chip length. Fig. 2 shows the spectral response
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Figure 3. Measured spectrum for FBG-manufactured DPS sequences witha):
k = 10 andb): k = 15. Manufactured spectrum, plotted in blue (continuous
line), is compared with the theoretical expected spectrum in red (dashed line).
of the sequences numberk = 10, and 15, it is represented
the real part in blue (dotted line), the imaginary part in red
(continuous line) and the magnitude in black (dashed line).
The number of the sequences in the set, fromk = 1 to N ,
corresponds with the degree concentration of the energy in
the spectral and temporary domains and with the number of
alternating lobes of the structure. Besides, Fig. 2 displays the
behavior differences (real and imaginary parts) between even
and odd DPS sequences.












i(N − 1), j = i− 1
(N−1
2
− i)2 cos(2πW ), j = i
1
2
(i+ 1)(N − 1− i), j = i+ 1
0, otherwise
, i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (1)
In the DPSS-FBG sensor design we employed the Discrete
Layer Peeling (DLP) synthesis method, targeting on the ideal
spectral response represented in Fig. 2. Although the length
of the sequences isN = 128 this information was linearly
interpolated after de DLP process to obtain a complex (mag-
nitude and phase) index perturbation profile (q(z)), sampled
each∼ 85.6 µm. Each point is manufactured through Ultra-
Violet (UV) laser beam exposition after a Phase Mask (PM)
to obtain the Bragg pattern. UV beam was focused before
the PM up to∼ 40 µm. Magnitude and phase control of
each sample ofq(z) was achieved by a double UV exposition
of 200 ms (50 mW UV beam) over the same z-position,
only changing the relative phase of the Bragg period between
them by the proper displacement of the Bragg pattern. In
this way, the averaged UV flux is constant and the averaged
value of the refractive index remains unaltered [19], [20].
After manufacturing, DPSS sensors’ shape was assessed by
a direct power spectral measurement employing an amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) source and an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) with10 pm resolution. Fig. 3 compares the








































 at 14 GHz.
Figure 4. Bi-evaluated frequency response for the DPSS-FBG sensors studied
in this work. These are the signals employed in the cross-correlation product
to obtain DPSS-FBG sensors’ central wavelength.a), c): Magnitude of the
bi-evaluated frequency response atΩ = 8 GHz. for codewords10 and
15 respectivelyb), d): Magnitude of thebi-evaluated frequency response
at Ω = 14 GHz. for codewords10 and 15 respectively (Watermark shows
the magnitude of the actual DPSS-FBG sensors for clarity).
B. Demodulation
For the demodulation of the DPSS-shaped sensors it is
used a dual-band source which is obtained, as depicted in the
schematic setup (Fig. 1), from the SSB modulation of a TLS.
At the same time as the TLS is swept over the wavelength op-
erational range of the sensors, the Vectorial Network Analyzer
is employed to measure the electro-optical frequency response
of the complete systemH(Ω, λ) or H(Ω, ω) for a fixed
microwave angular frequencyΩ (i.e. VNA measurement of
the scattering parameterS21, considering the sensing network
as an optical transmission system.).
Initially, we can model the SSB interrogating signal (Ein(ω)
in Fig. 1) as (2).
Ein(ω) = a1δ(ω) + a2δ(ω +Ω) (2)
In (2) ω is the optical angular frequencyω = 2πc/λ, beingc,
the speed of light in vacuum,λ, the source wavelength along
the sweep,a1 anda2 the arbitrary amplitudes of the two bands
andδ denotes the Dirac’s delta function. After propagation and
reflection on the sensor network we can write the electrical












denotes the optical complex spectral response
of the network including the propagation round trip paths.
Finally, taking inverse Fourier transformation to work in tme





















Notice that in (4) we have not included the baseband terms
ω = 0. The VNA standard processing filters out the microwave
signal located at theΩ from the detected photocurrent, then
it is compared (in magnitude and microwave phase) with the
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Figure 5. Experimental measurement of the frequency response f a sensing
network composed of two DPSS-FBG sensors at8 GHz. Labels a) to d) show
four different captures of the system as one of the sensors iswavelength shifted
while the second one is maintained at a fixed wavelength
modulating signal employed in the SSB generation. This pro-
cess provides the complete electro-optical frequency response
(at the fixed RF value ofΩ) as (5).














From (5), it is worth to mention that magnitude and optical
phase from the optical network(H
O
net
(ω)) are obtained as a
double evaluation (atω andω +Ω) over the entire spectrum,
being critical the proper sensor design and the microwave
angular frequency (Ω) selected in the demodulation system.
Considering that the frequency responseH(Ω, ω) of the sys-
tem is obtained by a dual-band source, the correlation product
(CP ) (which is a scalar product between the total frequency
response of the system and the individual expected responses
of all the sensors in the network intended to compute their
central wavelengths) should be performed for each theoretical
DPSS-FBG sensor in the network, also evaluated at the two
frequencies of interest(ω, ω+Ω) (i.e. each sensorbi-evaluated
theoretical response). Fig. 4 shows the magnitude of thebi-
evaluated theoretical response for the DPSS-FBG sensors
employed in the experimental demonstration DPSS10 and
DPSS15. Fig. 4 a), c) shows thebi-evaluated theoretical re-
sponse evaluated atΩ = 8 GHz while Fig. 4 b), d) depicts the
equivalent evaluated atΩ = 14 GHz. The differences between
the bi-evaluated responses and the actual spectral shape of
the DPSS-FBG sensors (watermark in Fig. 4) are noticeable.
Moreover, thebi-evaluated response for a determinate sensor
changes for different values of the modulation frequencyΩ.
To obtain the central wavelength of each sensor (λBk ), it
is performed the correlation productCP
k
between the total
frequency response of the sensing networkH(Ω, ω), and the
bi-evaluated frequency response of thek-th DPSS-FBG sensor











































Figure 6. The correlation product is computed for the captured 8 GHz.
frequency response of the sensing network. The obtained ACPdetermines the
central wavelength for each sensor deployed in the network.
The result of the correlation productCP
k
is composed
f the Auto-Correlation Peak (ACP), indicating the central
wavelengthλBk of the matching DPSS-FBG sensor in the
spectrum, and the cross-correlation (XC) corresponding tothe
remaining spectral signals in the sensing network (XC signal
is constrained to a low level due to the orthogonality of the
DPSS codes). The correlation product is computed over the
entire measured spectrum for each one of thek DPSS-FBG
sensors deployed in the network. A key advantage is that thisis
a simple scalar product between two signals, so it does not add
either time delay or complexity to the interrogation process.
The correlation process plays an important role apart from
detecting each sensor’s central wavelength. It can be seen also
as a post-processing filtering stage that bypasses unwanted
components from the measured signal. For instance, beat
noise is produced between overlapping sensors, causing an
additional ripple to the measured signal. The ripple’s frequency
depends on the distance between two sensors that form a cavity
when they overlap. However, when the correlation product
is performed, ripple signals are disregarded because each
sensor’s expected response has a very specific shape. Beat
noise is an important issue in optical CDMA communications
systems, where transmitted information needs to be detected
at bit-rate speed. Contrarily, in sensing systems the beat noise
effect can be neglected by additional filtering stages giventhat
post-processing time is not critical.
III. E XPERIMENT
A proof-of-concept experiment with two orthogonal DPSS-
FBG sensors was performed. This experiment follows the
setup depicted in Fig. 1, where the TLS is a narrow-linewidth
tunable laser (Yenista TUNICS T100R). The laser is tunable
in the 1520 − 1620 nm. In our experiment (see Fig. 1),
TLS is swept at1 nm/s and modulated by a dual-drive
Mach-Zender modulator at8 and14 GHz to obtain the dual-
band interrogation signal. Then, dual-band signalEin(ω) is
amplified and guided to the sensing devices. The light goes
through the sensor devices, whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 3
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Figure 7. Experimental measurement of the frequency response f a sensing
network composed of two DPSS-FBG sensors at14 GHz. Labels a) to d)
show four different captures of the system as one of the sensors is wavelength
shifted while the second one is maintained at a fixed wavelength.
and is reflected according with the shape of each sensor.
Then, the reflected signalEout(ω) is received by the VNA
which obtains the frequency response of the sensing network
(magnitude and phase). Two passive splitters are used in the
setup, the first one is a 10:90 splitter to monitor the dual-
wavelength signal at the OSA and the second one is a 50:50
splitter used for parallel configuration of the two DPSS-FBG
sensors. The two sensors are temperature controlled, one of
them is maintained at a fixed temperature while the other one
is shifted in wavelength to prove the demodulation process
under overlapping conditions. The instant frequency respon e
of the system is captured by the VNA at each step of the
experiment and the readout is transferred to a computer to
perform the correlation-based demodulation, obtaining asa
result the central position for each sensor in the network.
As mentioned in section II-B, the modulation frequency
(Ω) used to generate the dual-wavelength interrogation signal
enhances the correlation process at some specific frequencies.
To verify this, we have measured the frequency response of the
sensing network at two frequencies:Ω = 8 and14 GHz. Fig. 5
shows the magnitude of the frequency response measured by
the VNA atΩ = 8 GHz. Fig. 5 a)-d) shows the instantaneous
readout of the experiment as one sensor is shifted in five
temperature steps while the second sensor remain at a fixed
spectral position. As the DPSS-FBG sensors are intended to be
overlapping in the spectrum, the captured frequency response
of the system contains the aggregate of all the individual
contributions in the network. The demodulation principle
for this experiment consists on the correlation between the
measured frequency response of the entire network and the
individual frequency response of each sensor deployed in the
network (6). Fig. 6 shows the correlation product obtained
for each readout depicted in Fig. 5. The ACP is capable of
demodulating two sensors, even when they are overlapping in
the same spectral region, due to the simple fact that each sensor
in the network has a uniquecomplex spectral shape, i.e. we are





































Figure 8. The correlation product is computed for the captured 14 GHz.
frequency response of the sensing network. The obtained ACPdetermines the
central wavelength for each sensor deployed in the network..
codes to shape the FBG sensors. Note that this CDM concept is
compatible with WDM multiplexing schemes so the scenario
can be extended to CDM-WDM multiplexing networks where
each DPSS-FBG sensor would have a unique spectral shape
regarding its neighboring sensors in the same WDM channel.
In this way, the maximum number of sensors allocated in
the sensing network depends on the number of DPSS-FBG
sensors manufactured for each WDM channel, the simplest
scheme is the one used in this proof-of-concept, which allows
two sensors per channel, consequently doubling the number
of sensors deployed in the network.
The same experiment has been carried out setting the modu-
lation frequency toΩ = 14 GHz. The main idea behind this
is to verify that the ACP/XC ratio is different for each DPSS-
FBG sensor when varyingΩ. Fig. 7 a)-d) shows the frequency
response of the sensing network during the experiment at
Ω = 14 GHz. Whereas Fig. 8 depicts the resultant cross
correlation product for each readout in the experiment. It is
clear from the comparison between the ACP signals obtained
in Figs. 6 and 8 that the ratio ACP/XC has a dependence
relationship with the modulation frequency used to interrogate
the system. This, in contrast to being a disadvantage, is
positive because it enables the possibility of interrogating
the system at different modulation frequencies in order to
enhance the response of a given sensor for each sweep of
the identification procedure.
At this point, it is evident from the experimental measurement
that the correlation product of sensorS1, for example, has
a better dynamic range when the frequency response of the
system is measured at8 GHz. To elucidate how the dynamic
range of each sensor is affected by the modulation frequency
of the system (Ω), a theoretical simulation was performed.
In Fig. 11, the dynamic range is calculated for sensorsS1
and S2 while the modulation frequency is swept from0 to
20 GHz. Fig. 11 a) represents theworst-case-scenario in
which the two sensorsS1 and S2 are in the exact same
spectral position, in this caseΩ = 8 GHz andΩ = 14 GHz
are the frequencies where the dynamic range of both sensors





















Figure 9. 8 GHz. Measured wavelength of two DPSS-FBG sensors in an
overlapping scenario. One of the sensors remains steady while the second
one is temperature shifted in the same operational wavelength re ion.
takes similar values. In this worst-case-scenario the calculated
dynamic range displays values ranging between44% and60%
(this means that the XC signal rise to take values between the
44 and60% of the ACP signal at the frequencies of interest).
On the other hand, Fig. 11 b) shows a regular scenario where
the two sensors are barely overlapping. In this case, the
dynamic range for sensorsS1 and S2 ranges from26% to
37%. Note that even in the worst-case-scenario the detection
capacity of the auto-correlation peak is feasible.
To further investigate the performance of the proposed sensors
the center wavelength shift measured at the experiment is
plotted for every measurement step in which one of the sensors
is shifted in temperature. Fig. 9 shows the measurement
performed atΩ = 8 GHz, the overlap-proof behavior of the
sensors is appreciated, circles represent the computed central
wavelength for sensorS1 showing linear relationship with
the temperature and, squares represent the central wavelength
of the steady sensorS2. The dashed line shows the lineal
fit to the data, obtaining a slope of11.657 pm with a very
good coefficient of determinationR2 = 0.9992. The same
analysis was made for the measurements taken atΩ = 14 GHz
(Fig. 10). Results were very consistent, in this case the slope
obtained from the linear fit is11.855 pm with a coefficient of
determinationR2 = 0.9997. This confirms the fact that super-
structured FBG like the DPSS-FBG sensors proposed here
retain the same sensitivity of conventional FBG sensors. In
other words, all reflection sub-bands in the device are affected
in the same proportion by environmental changes surrounding
the optical fiber.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed the use of DPS sequences in the design
of FBG sensors taking advantage of their orthogonal nature.
Thus, we add code division multiplexing to the sensing
network increasing consequently the maximum number of
sensors regarding an analogous WDM system. DPS sequences
are a very robust set of codes optically orthogonal between





















Figure 10. 14 GHz. Measured wavelength of two DPSS-FBG sensors in an
overlapping scenario. One of the sensors remains steady while the second one







a) XC / ACP s1
XC / ACP s2





























b) XC / ACP s1
XC / ACP s2
Figure 11. Dynamic range calculated for sensorsS1 and S2 at different
values of the modulation microwave frequencyΩ. Highlighted regions show
the selectedΩ values utilized in the experimental validation. a) shows the
XC/ACP ratio for both sensors at theworst-case-scenario: identification of
two sensors at the same spectral location. b) shows the calculated XC/ACP
ratio for the two sensors when their spectral positions are bly overlapping.
FBG sensors, allows total identification in the network of
each sensor device even in scenarios of overlapping between
two sensors. Interestingly, DPSS have also the property of
being restricted to a certain design bandwidth. This is a key
difference with other sets of orthogonal codes that require
longer codewords to increase their cardinality. In our work,
we designed DPS sequences within a bandwidth of0.8 nm
thus we can guarantee CDM-WDM compatibility since all
the DPSS-FBG sensors will have approximately the same
bandwidth. Given that the DPSS structures were manufactured
as a complex index profile FBG, all the structure follows the
behavior of conventional FBGs, i.e. DPSS-FBG sensors have
the same resolution due to environmental variables affecting
the optical fiber. Accuracy, on the other hand, relies mainly
on the source specifications, in our case the laser has a
minimal incremental wavelength resolution of1 pm. There
is, nevertheless, a ’crosstalk’ effect between the ACP and
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the XC lobes in the correlation algorithm. This penalty was
experimentally measured in [13] as± 3 pm.
Experimental validation of the proposed sensors was achieved.
In the experiments, frequency response of the sensing net-
work was measured at a fixed microwave angular frequency
Ω = 8 GHz and Ω = 14 GHz. This was done to show
how theΩ enhances the dynamic range in the measurement
of certain sensors’ profiles. In fact, it was evidenced that
the ratio ACP/XC depends on the modulation frequency used
(Ω). Besides, a theoretical simulation was performed to show
how the dynamic range of each sensor (relationship between
the ACP and the XC signals) is affected by the modulation
frequency at two very specific overlapping conditions: the
worst-case-scenario when the two sensors are at the exact
same position in the spectrum and a regular scenario when the
two sensors are aside from each other. It was shown that the
auto correlation peak (ACP) indicating the central wavelength
λBk of each sensor can be always identified. The simulation
showed that the XC is constrained to a maximum value that
reaches the60% of the ACP when two overlapping sensors
are exactly at the same spectral position.
To assess the improvement of a sensing network designed
with this CDM-WDM approach, we have demonstrated in
this proof-of-the-concept paper that using 2 DPSS-FBG sensor
devices per channel, it is possible to double the number of
sensors allocated in the network when compared with an
equivalent WDM sensing system. Although the laboratory
equipment used in this experiment could be expensive, the
cost could be reduced by replacing the VNA for a dedicated
hardware implementation operating at a single frequency;
even more, taking advantage of the upcoming development
in integrated photonics, all of the components utilized in the
system (i.e. lasers, modulator, detector) could be implemented
in a single photonic chip [21], downscaling consequently
overall costs.
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